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ABSTRACT

We propose BreaC, a new method for attacking large language models (LLMs) to
excessively generate erroneous code. BreaC works by training a class-conditional
language model (CCLM) that conditions code generation on a binary attribute spec-
ifying whether the output code should contain errors. The CCLM is not only able to
generate erroneous programs but can also control other, much larger LLMs to do so
without access to their weights. The training of the CCLM leverages unlikelihood
training, as well as reinforcement learning that treats the two generation branches
of the CCLM as adversaries. We instantiate BreaC on the task of generating code
with compilation and parsing errors. Our extensive evaluation demonstrates that
BreaC is effective in both adversarial and benign scenarios. For the adversarial
scenario, BreaC greatly reduces the compilation rate of various LLMs while main-
taining the perplexity of generated programs. For the benign scenario, BreaC is
able to produce realistic erroneous programs from correct programs, enabling one
to construct parallel training datasets. We demonstrate the high utility of these
datasets by training neural bug fixers that significantly surpass the state-of-the-art.

1 INTRODUCTION

The success of large language models (LLMs) in transforming natural language understanding (De-
vlin et al., 2019; Radford et al., 2019; Brown et al., 2020; Raffel et al., 2020) has triggered further
interest in applying these models to other important application domains, including code. Trained
with a simple maximum likelihood objective on a large volume of open source code, LLMs show
promise to solve challenging program generation tasks such as synthesis of functionally correct pro-
grams (Austin et al., 2021; Li et al., 2022; Nijkamp et al., 2022; Xu et al., 2022; Fried et al., 2022)
and bug fix (Berabi et al., 2021; Chowdhery et al., 2022; Joshi et al., 2022). In particular, the Codex
model (Chen et al., 2021) has been deployed in production as GitHub Copilot (cop, 2022).

With the success of LLM-based code generators, an urgent demand is to assess and improve their
reliability, which Chowdhery et al. (2022) recognize as early-stage research topics. Recent efforts
include a breakdown of different errors in generated programs (Austin et al., 2021), security evalua-
tions (Pearce et al., 2022), as well as reliable code generation with training or inference mechanisms
that capture compiler or functional correctness (Mukherjee et al., 2021; Wang et al., 2022; Le et al.,
2022; Poesia et al., 2022). An ignored but critical direction is the attack perspective, which can
expose limitations, facilitate interpretation, provide adversarial examples, and benefit the training of
robust models (Szegedy et al., 2014; Madry et al., 2018; Wallace et al., 2019).

To bridge this gap, we present BreaC, a novel method for Breaking LLM-based Code generators such
that they excessively generate erroneous code. To the best of our knowledge, BreaC is the first work
for attacking LLM-based code generation. BreaC is inspired by controlled text generation meth-
ods (Prabhumoye et al., 2020; Jin et al., 2022). Specifically, BreaC leverages a class-conditional
language model (CCLM) (Keskar et al., 2019) that conditions code generation on a binary input spec-
ifying whether the output program should contain errors or not. The effectiveness of the CCLM is en-
abled by two essential training components. The first is unlikelihood training (Welleck et al., 2020)
for helping the CCLM identify the subtle difference between correct programs and their erroneous
versions. Second, to drive the CCLM to generate realistic erroneous code, we propose a reinforce-
ment learning scheme that treats the two generation branches of the CCLM as adversaries. The trained
CCLM can then be directly used to generate erroneous programs. Moreover, it is also able to control
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other, much larger LLMs to produce incorrect code by perturbing the next-token probabilities (Krause
et al., 2021). This can be done even without access to the weights of the LLM.

As a first attempt, we apply BreaC on compilation and parsing errors, a basic but important prop-
erty that affects any program. We evaluate BreaC on both adversarial and benign scenarios. For
the adversarial scenario, on a pseudo-code to code generation task (Kulal et al., 2019), BreaC sig-
nificantly reduces the compilation rate of a variety of LLMs in the CodeT5 (Wang et al., 2021) and
CodeGen (Nijkamp et al., 2022) model families. As a result, those LLMs, which originally generate
compilable code most of the time and erroneous code occasionally, struggle to generate compil-
able programs when attacked by BreaC. For example, we use a CodeGen-350M CCLM to break a
CodeGen-2.7B LM, reducing the top-1 compilation rate from 80.6% to 4.5%. The success of BreaC
on attacks allows us to apply it to benign scenarios, where BreaC is used to generate realistic erro-
neous programs from correct programs (and vice versa) to construct parallel training datasets. We
demonstrate the high utility of these datasets by training neural bug fixers. Based on the same mod-
els as the state-of-the-art BIFI fixer (Yasunaga & Liang, 2021) but different methods for generating
parallel data, our fixers reduce the failure rate of BIFI by 16% on the DeepFix dataset (Gupta et al.,
2017) and 36% on the Github-Python dataset (Yasunaga & Liang, 2021).

Main Contributions To summarize, our key contributions are:

• A new method called BreaC for breaking LLM-based code generators using CCLMs.

• A novel learning scheme for the CCLM that leverages unlikelihood training and adversarial training
between the two branches of the CCLM via reinforcement learning.

• An instantiation of BreaC on generating programs with compilation and parsing errors, and an
extensive evaluation of BreaC on both adversarial and benign scenarios.

2 BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM STATEMENT

In this section, we provide background knowledge and pose our problem statement.

Language Models for Programs Given a program x = [x1, . . . , x|x|], a language model (LM)
computes the probability PLM(x) by factorizing PLM(x) into a series of next-token probabilities and
iteratively applying the chain rule:

PLM(x) =

|x|∏
t=1

PLM(xt|x1:t−1). (1)

LMs are used to generate programs in an auto-regressive, left-to-right fashion, i.e., sampling xt
based on PLM(xt|x1:t−1) at step t and feeding xt to the model for step t + 1. State-of-the-art ap-
proaches (Chen et al., 2021; Austin et al., 2021; Li et al., 2022; Nijkamp et al., 2022; Xu et al., 2022)
train LLMs with maximum likelihood estimation on a training set of programs DLM collected from
real-world open source repositories by minimizing:

LLM(DLM) = −
DLM∑
x

logPLM(x) = −
DLM∑
x

|x|∑
t=1

logPLM(xt|x1:t−1). (2)

Class-conditional Language Models BreaC breaks LLM-based code generation with a class-
conditional language model (CCLM), originally proposed for the natural language domain to handle
text classes such as toxicity and topics (Keskar et al., 2019; Krause et al., 2021). A CCLM calculates
a probability PCCLM(x|c) that conditions on a control code c:

PCCLM(x|c) =
|x|∏
t=1

PCCLM(xt|x1:t−1, c). (3)

We use CCLM|c to denote a CCLM controlled by c. Note that CCLM|c can be viewed as an LM.
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Property to be Violated: Compilation and Parsing In this work, we aim to learn a CCLM that
manipulates whether the produced programs contain errors w.r.t. compilers or parsers. Concretely,
our CCLM handles two opposite control codes {good, bad}. We say a program x is good if x can be
compiled or parsed. Otherwise, x is bad. This is a fundamental property that affects any program
and is also widely studied for LLM-based code generators (Mukherjee et al., 2021; Poesia et al., 2022;
Wang et al., 2022; Le et al., 2022; Joshi et al., 2022).

We utilize CCLM|bad to generate bad code or to control other LMs to do so. CCLM|bad can cheat by
learning to generate arbitrary text, which cannot be compiled or parsed. However, such generations
are practically unuseful because they can be easily identified by human eyes as non-programs and
cannot be used for downstream code learning tasks. To prevent cheating, we require CCLM |bad to
generate realistic bad programs. Formally, our objective can be expressed as:

argmax
CCLM

Exgen∼CCLM|bad [1(x
gen is bad) + α · 1/ppl(xgen,LM)]. (4)

The first term in Equation (4) maximizes the rate of erroneous programs generated by CCLM |bad:
1(xgen is bad) returns 1 if xgen, generated by CCLM|bad, is bad code. Otherwise, it returns 0. In the
second term, ppl(xgen, LM) returns the perplexity of xgen on an LM trained with the real programs in
DLM. Following Hindle et al. (2012), we use the reciprocal of the perplexity to measure the reality
level of xgen. Intuitively, A lower perplexity means that xgen is more realistic as it follows the real
program distribution learned by the LM. α is an adjustable weight for the two terms. In Section 3.3,
we discuss how to optimize for Equation (4) with reinforcement learning.

3 BreaC: BREAKING LLM-BASED CODE GENERATORS

In this section, we present the inference methods of BreaC, as well as its two-phase training scheme.
As we show in Section 4.3, both training phases are necessary for achieving the highest accuracy.

3.1 BreaC INFERENCE

BreaC provides two inference methods with the trained CCLM as follows.

CCLM Inference Users can directly use CCLM to generate code by using PCCLM(xt|x1:t−1, c) auto-
regressively and control the outcome by changing c. To generate bad code, c should be set to bad.

GeDi Inference: Manipulating LLMs We leverage GeDi (Krause et al., 2021) to control other LLMs
that are potentially much larger than the CCLM. To achieve controlled generation, GeDi perturbs the
next-token probabilities of the LLMs based on the discrimination power of the CCLM. In more detail,
GeDi decomposes the conditional next-token probability into two parts:

PGeDi(xt|x1:t−1, c) ∝ PLM(xt|x1:t−1)PDIS(c|x1:t), (5)

where PLM(xt|x1:t−1) is the next-token probabilities returned by the LLM and PDIS(c|x1:t) is a dis-
crimination probability that measures the likelihood of the partial program x1:t to have attribute c.
PDIS(c|x1:t) controls the generation in the direction of c and is calculated with the CCLM:

PDIS(c|x1:t) =
P (c)

∑t
i=1 PCCLM(xi|x1:i−1, c)∑

c′∈{good,bad} P (c
′)
∑t

i=1 PCCLM(xi|x1:i−1, c′)
(6)

The effect of PDIS(c|x1:t) can be adjusted with temperature. The priors P (good) and P (bad) are
both set to 0.5 in our work, following Krause et al. (2021).

Attack Prerequisites We assume that the attacker has the power to perform training and inference
with the CCLM. This includes the ability to obtain a suitable training set and enough computing
resources. The two CCLMs used in our evaluation in Section 4 have 60M and 350M parameters,
respectively. To break an existing LLM, we assume that the attacker has access to the vocabulary of
the LLM needed for performing GeDi inference and the input prompt, and is able to read and modify
the next-token probabilities of the LLM. We note that the attacker does not need full white-box access
to the LLM: the LLM’s weights are neither accessed nor changed during the attack.
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def get_wsdl(self, url):
if self.__wsdl is None:
return self.__build_wsdl(url)

else:
return self.__wsdl

def get_wsdl(self, url)):
if self.__wsdl is None:
return self.__build_wsdl(url)

else:
return self.__wsdl

Figure 1: Example of a good/bad program pair.

Algorithm 1: Finding unlikely tokens.
Input : (xgood, xbad), parallel programs.
Output: Ugood, unlikely tokens for xgood.

1 Ugood = empty list()
2 for t← 1 to |x| do
3 Ugood

t = empty set()

4 for i, j, n in match blocks(xgood, xbad) do
5 Ugood

i+n .add(xbad
j+n)

6 return Ugood

3.2 TRAINING PHASE I: CONDITIONAL MAXIMUM LIKELIHOOD AND UNLIKELIHOOD

State-of-the-art approaches (Keskar et al., 2019; Krause et al., 2021) train CCLMs for natural language
with a standard conditional maximum likelihood estimation objective:

LCCLM(DCCLM) = −
DCCLM∑
x,c

logPCCLM(x|c) = −
DCCLM∑
x,c

|x|∑
t=1

logPCCLM(xt|x1:t−1, c). (7)

In our context, good programs and their human-written, bad versions are typically very similar and
differ only in a few decisive tokens (Yasunaga & Liang, 2021; Allamanis et al., 2021; Patra & Pradel,
2021). The CCLM must be able to clearly distinguish between those tokens to learn the patterns of
good and bad code. To illustrate this, Figure 1 shows an example adapted from the Github-Python
dataset (Yasunaga & Liang, 2021), where the good and the bad programs differ only in one token.
At the position after def get_wsdl(self, url), CCLM must distinguish between : and ) .

CMLU Objective To realize the above idea, BreaC leverages the following conditional maximum
likelihood and unlikelihood (CMLU) objective for training our CCLM:

Lphase-I(Dphase-I) = −
D∑

x,c,U

|x|∑
t=1

(logPCCLM(xt|x1:t−1, c)︸ ︷︷ ︸
likelihood

+

Ut∑
u

log(1− PCCLM(u|x1:t−1, c))︸ ︷︷ ︸
unlikelihood

). (8)

At each step t, the loss Lphase-I in Equation (8) contains two terms. The first term is the standard
likelihood loss, the same as in Equation (7). The second term is an unlikelihood loss (Welleck
et al., 2020) that iterates over a set of negative, unlikely tokens Ut and penalizes the probability of
each unlikely token u. Note that Ut can be an empty set, in which case the unlikelihood loss term
is zero. As Lphase-I is optimized to decrease, PCCLM(xt|x1:t−1, c) increases and PCCLM(u|x1:t−1, c)
decreases. As a result, the CCLM learns to distinguish between xt and u. For the example code
in Figure 1, given def get_wsdl(self, url) as context, ) is an unlikely token for CCLM|good.
Therefore, with the CMLU objective in Equation (8), CCLM |good can be optimized to return high
PCCLM(: |context, good) and low PCCLM() |context, good).

Extracting Unlikely Tokens Given a pair of parallel programs (xgood, xbad) as input, Algorithm 1
extracts the unlikely tokens Ugood for xgood. From Line 1 to 3, Ugood is initialized. At Line 4,
an auxiliary function match blocks is called, which returns a list of triples (i, j, n). Each triple
describes an exactly matching subsequence of xgood and xbad: xgoodi:i+n−1 = xbadj:j+n−1 and xgoodi+n 6=
xbadj+n. We identify xbadj+n as an unlikely token for xgood and add it to Ugood

i+n at Line 5. This is because
xbadj+n starts a subsequence different between xgood and xbad, which very likely causes errors.

The triples returned by match blocks satisfy other properties: the matched subsequences are non-
overlapping, the triples increase monotonically with i and j, i+n 6= |xgood|, and j+n 6= |xbad|. For
more details on how match blocks is implemented, check the Python library difflib (dif, 2022).
Moreover, Algorithm 1 operates on a token level and is agnostic to the type of code errors.

Generating Parallel Training Set Existing training dataset DLM for code generation tasks (Kulal
et al., 2019; Lu et al., 2021; Yasunaga & Liang, 2021) usually contains a large set of real, good
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programs but does not have their parallel bad versions needed for extracting unlikely tokens with
Algorithm 1. We follow state-of-the-art approaches to generate parallel bad programs via heuris-
tics (Yasunaga & Liang, 2020) or learned models (Allamanis et al., 2021; Patra & Pradel, 2021). In
Section 4, we discuss concretely how to generate parallel programs for the evaluated scenarios.

To construct Dphase-I from an existing training set DLM, we try to generate a parallel erroneous pro-
gram xbad for each program xgood ∈ DLM:

• If xbad is successfully generated, we extract unlikely tokens Ugood by calling Algorithm 1 with
(xgood, xbad) and add (xgood, good,Ugood) to Dphase-I. We also add (xbad, bad,Ubad) to Dphase-I
where Ubad

t is an empty set at every position t.
• Otherwise, we set Ugood to empty sets and add (xgood, good,Ugood) to Dphase-I.

That is, unlikelihood training is done only for CCLM|good on good code where parallel bad code can
be generated. CCLM|bad is optimized with a special reinforcement learning scheme discussed next.

3.3 TRAINING PHASE II: ADVERSARIAL REINFORCEMENT LEARNING

To further improve the CCLM, we propose a second, reinforcement learning (RL) phase.

RL Step for CCLM|bad We treat CCLM|bad as an RL agent. Given a program x ∼ D, we feed the
prompt of x into CCLM|bad to generate a program xgen. The goal of our RL is to train CCLM|bad to
maximize the expected reward r(xgen):

Ephase-II[r] = Ex∼DLM,xgen∼CCLM|bad[r(x
gen)]. (9)

We utilize policy gradient (Sutton et al., 1999) and the PPO algorithm (Schulman et al., 2017) for
optimization. We define the reward function r(xgen) as follows, such that our RL improves the CCLM
for the objective in Equation (4):

r(xgen) =

{
−1 if xgen is good,
1/ppl(xgen,CCLM|good) otherwise, i.e., xgen is bad.

(10)

The first case in Equation (10) (i.e., xgen is good) corresponds to the first term in Equation (4). A
negative reward -1 penalizes the generation of good xgens and drives CCLM|bad to generate more bad
programs. Recall that the second term in Equation (4) measures the reality level of generated code
with an LM. For the second case in Equation (10), we instantiate this LM with CCLM|good and set the
reality level as the reward to promote the generation of realistic bad code with CCLM|bad. This can
be viewed as an adversarial process where CCLM |bad tries to achieve high rewards by generating
bad programs and using them to fool CCLM|good, which is trained to capture the distribution of real
good code. In contrast to common Generative Adversarial Network (Goodfellow et al., 2014) archi-
tectures where the generator and the discriminator are different models, CCLM|bad and CCLM|good
are different branches of the same CCLM. Therefore, our RL step is a self-adversarial process.

CMLU Step for CCLM|good Since CCLM|good is treated as the adversary of CCLM|bad in Equa-
tion (10), an improved CCLM|good would benefit CCLM|bad. Moreover, CCLM|good can also benefit
from a more powerful CCLM |bad, because CCLM |bad can be used to generate realistic bad code to
construct parallel samples for the unlikelihood training with CCLM|good. Therefore, besides training
CCLM|bad with RL, we continue training CCLM|good with the CMLU objective in Equation (8) where
parallel bad programs are generated with CCLM |bad. To achieve this, we gather all pairs (x, xgen)
where xgen is bad, extract unlikely tokens U by calling Algorithm 1 with input (x, xgen), and per-
form CMLU training on the new (x, good,U) tuples. We alternate the RL step and the CMLU step
such that CCLM|bad and CCLM|good are jointly optimized.

Training Phase II v.s. I Our training phase I is a teacher forcing training procedure where parallel
bad programs are generated at once and fixed, whose quality can become a limit for the CCLM. On the
contrary, training phase II leverages sequence-level learning, with which the model can generalize
better than teacher forcing (Bengio et al., 2015; Ranzato et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2017). Moreover,
bad programs in training phase II are generated on the fly with an up-to-date CCLM|bad. However,
training phase I is still necessary as it can be viewed as a standard supervised pretraining step for the
RL in training phase II to speed up convergence.
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4 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section, we present an extensive evaluation on BreaC consisting of adversarial and benign
evaluation scenarios, as well as ablation and case studies. The experimental setups are presented per
scenario. All experiments were performed on machines with RTX 2080 TI and RTX A6000 GPUs.

4.1 ADVERSARIAL SCENARIO: PSEUDO-CODE TO CODE GENERATION

We first consider an adversarial scenario on a pseudo-code to code generation task.

Experimental Setup We adopt the SPoC dataset (Kulal et al., 2019) constructed by scraping com-
petitive programming problems and recruiting crowdworkers to annotate each line of the C++ solu-
tions with pseudo-code. We select samples whose pseudo-code has ≤ 400 tokens and code ≤ 600
tokens. From SPoC’s training split, we extract 13, 481 samples as our training set and 1000 samples
as validation set. For testing, we use SPoC’s TestP split because it is more challenging than the
TestW split according to Kulal et al. (2019). Our final test set consists of 1, 549 samples. The code
generation task is to generate the code of a sample from its pseudo-code. We note that Kulal et al.
(2019) and Yasunaga & Liang (2020) also evaluate on SPoC but with a completely different setup.
Therefore, we do not compare with these works.

We evaluate BreaC on two families of pretrained models: CodeGen-Multi (Nijkamp et al., 2022)
and CodeT5 (Wang et al., 2021). For model measurement, we sample k programs with the model
and calculate three metrics: (i) good@k: any of the k programs is good, (ii) pass@k: any of the k
programs can pass all public and private test cases, and (iii) ppl@k: the perplexity of the k programs
w.r.t. an LM. k ∈{1, 10}. Note that our goal is not to measure how model size or family affects the
measured metrics. Instead, we evaluate BreaC’s ability to break or control each configuration.

Results on Trained CCLMs We train two CCLMs, one starting from CodeGen-350M and the other
starting from CodeT5-Small. Recall that, to enable the unlikelihood training in Section 3.2, we need
to obtain parallel training programs. To achieve this, we train the CCLM on the SPoC training set,
sample from the trained CCLM on the training set, collect the bad generations, and pair them with
the training set. For each CCLM, we also train an LM, used for comparison and for measuring the
perplexity of the CCLM’s generations.

The results are shown in Table 1. We observe a consistently good performance for both CCLMs. For
the bad branch, the CCLMs achieve close-to-zero good@1 score and <10 good@10 score. That is,
the vast majority of code generated CCLM |bad is bad. This leads to low pass@k scores because
functional correctness depends on compilability. Moreover, perplexity scores are maintained to be
close to the LMs’, meaning that the CCLMs are able to generate realistic bad code. For the good
branch, the CCLMs’ performance is close to the LMs. In summary, the trained CCLMs are able to
produce desired generation results given the control code.

Results on Breaking LLMs We further use the trained CCLM to break LLMs. For both CodeGen
and CodeT5 model families, we train LMs with different sizes and then run GeDi inference with the
corresponding trained CCLM to break the LMs. The models we consider are listed in the “Model”
column of Table 2. We did not explore larger CodeGen models due to constraints on computing
resources. The results of BreaC on breaking those LLMs are shown in the rows of Table 2 whose
“Control” column is bad. The effectiveness of BreaC is consistent across all model configurations:
BreaC can significantly reduce good@1 and good@10 scores of the evaluated LMs while maintaining
perplexity (measured with the LM indicated by the “Model” column). As an example, for CodeGen-
2.7B, the largest LM evaluated by us, BreaC reduces the good@1 rate from 82.5 to 4.5.

Results on Controlling LLMs to Generate Good Code The results of controlling LLMs with c =
good are shown in Table 2 where the “Control” column is good. For all configurations, the LM
guided by the CCLM achieves slightly higher good@k and pass@k than the original LM. This result
has double-side implications. First, it means the effect of the CCLM can be hidden by the attacker
using good as the input when the attack is inactive. Second, it shows an initial promise of using
BreaC to patch existing LLMs. We leave it as a future work item to improve BreaC in this direction.
One possible way is to leverage test cases to reinforce CCLM|good, similar to Le et al. (2022).
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Table 1: The performance of our trained CCLMs on the SPoC task.

Model Inference Control good@1 good@10 pass@1 pass@10 ppl@1 ppl@10

CodeGen-350M
(Nijkamp et al., 2022)

LM - 73.3 83.9 40.5 50.1 1.009 1.009
CCLM bad 1.1 9.8 1.0 8.0 1.483 1.498
CCLM good 68.1 83.5 35.3 51.6 1.096 1.111

CodeT5-Small (60M)
(Wang et al., 2021)

LM - 61.2 80.0 35.4 49.4 1.024 1.024
CCLM bad 0.3 1.5 0.1 0.7 1.198 1.204
CCLM good 65.7 78.1 41.1 52.3 1.034 1.038

Table 2: The performance of LLMs on the SPoC task when attacked or controlled by BreaC.

Model Inference Control good@1 good@10 pass@1 pass@10 ppl@1 ppl@10

CodeGen-350M
(Nijkamp et al., 2022)

LM - 73.3 83.9 40.5 50.1 1.009 1.009
GeDi bad 1.9 7.4 0.7 3.7 1.210 1.215
GeDi good 76.0 85.0 42.2 50.7 1.007 1.010

CodeGen-2.7B
(Nijkamp et al., 2022)

LM - 80.6 87.2 49.6 58.2 1.005 1.005
GeDi bad 4.5 11.9 2.1 6.2 1.326 1.329
GeDi good 82.5 88.7 51.4 58.8 1.005 1.007

CodeT5-Small (60M)
(Wang et al., 2021)

LM - 61.2 80.0 35.4 49.4 1.024 1.024
GeDi bad 4.5 16.7 1.7 6.9 1.363 1.359
GeDi good 64.4 81.3 37.1 53.7 1.028 1.027

CodeT5-Base (220M)
(Wang et al., 2021)

LM - 75.4 85.7 48.7 60.1 1.011 1.011
GeDi bad 7.3 22.0 3.5 13.2 1.458 1.456
GeDi good 78.1 87.7 51.9 61.8 1.013 1.013

CodeT5-Large (770M)
(Le et al., 2022)

LM - 82.2 87.4 55.9 62.8 1.005 1.004
GeDi bad 6.7 30.9 4.6 20.0 1.689 1.687
GeDi good 83.6 89.3 58.2 65.4 1.008 1.008

Table 3: Comparison of neural bug fixers.

Dataset Method Fix Accuracy

DeepFix
BIFI (Yasunaga & Liang, 2021) 71.7
BreaC (this work) 76.3

Github-Python
BIFI (Yasunaga & Liang, 2021) 87.3
BreaC (this work) 91.9

Table 4: Ablation study on training variants.

Training Variants Inference Control good@1 good@10

Full Training CCLM bad 0.3 1.5
No Unlikelihood CCLM bad 28.5 70.4
No Adversarial CCLM bad 49.8 77.1
No RL CCLM bad 54.6 76.9

4.2 BENIGN SCENARIO: GENERATING TRAINING DATA FOR NEURAL BUG FIXERS

The success of BreaC’s attacks in Section 4.1 triggers us to wonder if BreaC can be used in benign
scenarios. To this end, we evaluate BreaC on the task of obtaining parallel programs for constructing
a training dataset, a critical step for training neural bug fixers (Yasunaga & Liang, 2020; 2021).

We define the code generation task as to generate a bad program from a real good program, and
vice versa. We train a CCLM on this task and then query it to generate parallel training datasets. The
usability of the datasets is then measured on the downstream task of training neural bug fixers.

Experimental Setup We use the DeepFix (Gupta et al., 2017) and the Github-Python (Yasunaga
& Liang, 2021) program repair datasets. We follow the experimental setup in the BIFI paper (Ya-
sunaga & Liang, 2021), using exactly the same set of real training programs for generating parallel
datasets, fixer model, data split, and evaluation metric for the fixer. The only difference is how
parallel training datasets are generated.

For both datasets, we train a CCLM starting from CodeGPT (Lu et al., 2021). For the unlikelihood
training in Section 3.2, we use synthetic parallel programs constructed with the heuristics in Ya-
sunaga & Liang (2021). For DeepFix, we run the trained CCLM to generate one bad program for each
good training program. Then, we train our fixer starting from Yasunaga & Liang (2020), as done in
BIFI (Yasunaga & Liang, 2021). For Github-Python, we run the trained CCLM on 30K good training
code to generate bad code and all bad training code to generate good code, resulting in 30, 247 pairs.
We then train the fixer from scratch.
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int main() {
...
return cout << "-1\n", 0;

tmp2 = ((l+k)/m) + ((l+k)%m!=0);
if (m * tmp2 > n)
cout << "-1\n";

else
cout << tmp2 << "\n";

return 0;
}

(a) Ground truth program.

int main() {
...

return cout << -1 << endl, 0;
tmp = (l+k)/m + ((l+k)%m!= 0);
tmp2 = (m * tmp2) > n? -1 : tmp2;
return 0;

}

(b) Program generated by LM.

int main() {
...

return cout << -1 << endl, 0;
tmp = (l+k)/m+((l+k)%m!=0);
tmp2 = (m * tmp2) + endl;
if (m * tmp2 > n)

cout << -1 << endl;
else cout << tmp2 << endl;
return 0;
return 0;

}}

(c) Program generated with GeDi.

Figure 2: Case study I: a ground truth program in the SPoC dataset and two generations.

int main() {
int i, N;
int a[1000], S;
scanf("%d %d", &N, &S);
for (i = 0; i < N; i++) {

scanf(" %d ", &a[i]);
}
x = kumar(N, S, a)
...

}

(a) Real bad code.

int main() {
int i, j, n;
scanf("%d", &n);
for (...) {

...
}
if (n > 1) {
...

}

(b) Real bad code.

int main() {
int i, n, A[15];
scanf("%d", &n);
for (i = 0; i < n; i++) {

scanf("%d", &A[i]);
int k = (1 / (A[i] + 1))

* binomial(...);
printf("%d", k);

}
return 0;

}

(c) Real good code.

int main() {
int i, n, A[15];
scanf("%d", &n);
for (i = 0; i < n; i++) {
scanf("%d", &A[i]);
k = (1 / (A[i] + 1))

* binomial(...);
return 2;

}

(d) Bad code from BreaC.

Figure 3: Case study II: three real programs from DeepFix and a bad program generated by BreaC.

Accuracy of the Trained Bug Fixers The results are presented in Table 3. BreaC significantly
improves over the state-of-the-art BIFI fixer (Yasunaga & Liang, 2021)1, leading to a reduction of
failure rate by 16% on DeepFix and 36% on Github-Python. This demonstrates that the parallel
programs generated by BreaC are highly useful for training neural bug fixers.

4.3 ABLATION AND CASE STUDIES

We now present ablation and case studies. The ablation studies use the setup in Section 4.1.

Importance of Training Components We construct three training variants as baselines: “No
Unlikelihood” removes the unlikelihood loss in Equation (8), which also affects the CMLU step in
Section 3.3; “No Adversarial” sets the reward in the second case of Equation (10) to a constant +1;
“No RL” does not run the RL training in Section 3.3 at all. We compare these variants with our
“Full Training” method in Section 3 in terms of good@k scores. The CCLM model is CodeT5-Small.
Table 4 shows the results. “Full Training” achieves significantly better good@k scores than the three
variants, demonstrating that all our training components are all critical for the CCLM.

Superiority over Synthetic Errors We use the heuristics in Yasunaga & Liang (2020), which are
designed by human experts for specific types of errors, to inject synthetic errors into the ground
truth of our SPoC test set. Then, we compare the synthetic bad code and the bad code generated by
our CodeT5-Small CCLM on the ppl@1 score measured with the CodeT5-Small LM. The synthetic
bad code has 1.727 ppl@1, 44% higher than what our CCLM achieves (1.198). This means BreaC
generates bad code that is more realistic than synthetic errors from the perspective of the LM.

Case Studies Figure 2 presents our first case study showing that BreaC is capable of breaking LLMs
to generate bad code with non-trivial errors. We show a ground truth program from the SPoC dataset
(Figure 2a), the version generated by the CodeT5-Large LM (Figure 2b), and the version generated
with GeDi (Figure 2c), i.e., the same CodeT5-Large LM broken by our CodeT5-Small CCLM. The
program generated by the LM can be compiled but is functionally incorrect due to missing cout
statements. The program generated with GeDi has all necessary cout statements but cannot be

1We note that PaLM (Chowdhery et al., 2022) achieves higher fix accuracy than BIFI on DeepFix, but
with a model that is orders of magnitude larger than BIFI and ours. Therefore, we do not consider PaLM for
comparison. In fact, the datasets generated by BreaC can potentially benefit fine-tuning PaLM on DeepFix.
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compiled because of two compilation errors introduced by the CCLM. The first error is a type error
that adds an integer to endl, which is an identifier from the standard library representing the newline
character. The second error is an extra bracket. Apart from compilation errors, an unnecessary return
statement return 0; is generated in the end.

In Figure 3, we provide our second case study, where we show three real programs from the DeepFix
dataset and a generation from BreaC. Figure 3a shows a real bad program where x is an undefined
variable. Figure 3b is another real bad program that lacks a bracket in the end. Figure 3c is a good
program. Figure 3d is the bad code generated by BreaC from the good code in Figure 3c. Figure 3d
has two errors that resemble the errors in Figures 3a and 3b: an undefined variable k and an unclosed
bracket. This shows that BreaC is able to learn and even combine realistic error patterns.

5 RELATED WORK

We discuss existing works mostly closely related to ours.

Controlled Generation for Natural Language Even though controlled generation is a new topic
for code, it has been extensively studied for natural language (Prabhumoye et al., 2020; Jin et al.,
2022). Hu et al. (2017) leverage variational auto-encoders for controlled text generation. PPLM
modifies the hidden states of Transformer models with a discriminator DIS on candidate attributes,
which drives the generation towards the direction of the desired attribute (Dathathri et al., 2020).
CTRL is a CCLM trained on a large dataset of text with control codes (Keskar et al., 2019). GeDi
implements DIS with a CCLM for efficiency (Krause et al., 2021).

Large Language Models for Code Recently, LLMs have been extensively used for program syn-
thesis (Chen et al., 2021; Austin et al., 2021; Li et al., 2022; Nijkamp et al., 2022). Xu et al. (2022)
provide a systematic evaluation of existing LLMs for Code. Despite their effectiveness, LLMs are
found to often generate programs with different kinds of errors or even security vulnerabilities (Chen
et al., 2021; Chowdhery et al., 2022; Pearce et al., 2022).

Reliable and Robust Code Models Several works look into improving the reliability of code
LLMs. NSG combines static analysis with neural models to generate code that passes more static
checks (Mukherjee et al., 2021). CompCoder (Wang et al., 2022) and CodeRL (Le et al., 2022)
incorporate signals from parsers as a reward in RL. Synchromesh retrieves similar target programs
and uses constrained decoding to generate reliable code (Poesia et al., 2022). AlphaCode (Li et al.,
2022) improves program generation by conditioning on values and tags. Bielik & Vechev (2020);
Yefet et al. (2020) handle the adversarial robustness of code models. Different from our work, they
focus on other tasks such as type inference and other models such as graph neural networks.

Training Data Generation for Bug Detection and Repair An open challenge for training neu-
ral bug detectors and fixers is the lack of a large, realistic parallel training set (He et al., 2021;
Yasunaga & Liang, 2021; He et al., 2022). One way to address this challenge is learning to in-
ject realistic bugs into correct programs. Semseed learns and applies bug seeding patterns to create
buggy programs (Patra & Pradel, 2021). BugLab and BIFI jointly learn a bug injector and a bug
detector (Allamanis et al., 2021) or fixer (Yasunaga & Liang, 2021).

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We presented BreaC for breaking LLM-based code generation. The key idea is to leverage unlikeli-
hood training and self-adversarial reinforcement learning to train a CCLM that can control the com-
pilability or parsibility of the generated program. We demonstrated BreaC’ effectiveness on both
adversarial and benign scenarios. We hope that our work can stimulate future research on improving
the reliability of LLM-based code generation from the attack perspective.

We consider three potential future work items. The first item is to extend BreaC to handle more
languages and other types of bugs. Second, we would like to enhance BreaC’s generalization and
enable BreaC to achieve zero-shot or few-shot transferability between datasets. The third direction
is to loosen the prerequisites discussed in Section 3.1 for launching BreaC’s attack.
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ETHICS STATEMENT

This work describes BreaC, which breaks LLM-based code generation such that they generate erro-
neous code. Our goal with BreaC is to improve the reliability of LLM-based code generators with
identified attacks. Moreover, we show in Section 4.2 that BreaC can be used in the benign use case
of improving neural bug fixers. However, attackers can use BreaC for malicious purposes, e.g., to
break the functionality of a cloud service based on LLM-based code generation. When the attack
introduces compilation or parsing errors, as done in this work, it can be detected with a compiler or
a parser. When BreaC is further applied to introduce more stealthy bugs such as functional bugs and
security vulnerabilities, detecting the attack is more challenging. Possible mitigations include using
a static analyzer or using BreaC to generate a parallel dataset for training a bug detector.

REPRODUCIBILITY STATEMENT

We will publicly release all code, dataset, and trained models in this work.
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